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Canto #32: 5:00pm, April 9th –

Ninth Circle: Traitors to Kin, 

Country, Friends & Masters
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The river flowing from Circle 7 

into Circle 8 now freezes in a 

circular plain at the bottom of 

Hell. The metaphor is clear, for 

the heart of the Traitor was the 

coldest heart of all.              

The lake is called Cocytus                

[Ko-kite-us] and contains                       

4 rings that freeze 4 groups: 

Traitors to Kin; Traitors to 

Country; Traitors to Guests & 

Friends; Traitors to Their 

Masters.

Canto #32: 5:00pm, April 9th –

Ninth Circle: Traitors to Kin, 

Country, Friends & Masters
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The Poets continue to visit 

various sinners frozen in              

the ice.

Canto #33: 6:00pm, April 9th –

Still in Ninth Circle
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Location Category Description Punishment

Ninth

Circle –

1st Ring

Traitors to  

Kin 

Betrayed family. Lodged head first in ice.



Location Category Description Punishment

Ninth

Circle –

2nd Ring

Traitors to  

Country 

Betrayed country. While in ice, forced to eat 

one another.



Location Category Description Punishment

Ninth

Circle –

3rd Ring

Traitors to  

Guests & 

Friends 

Betrayed guests & 

friends.

Lodged head up in ice with       

frost freezing eyes so they 

cannot cry.



The traitors under the ice here 

are so deep we never know 

who they are. Only the 

greatest traitor of all, Lucifer, 

and the 3 souls he crunches 

in his jaws, are identifiable. 

Cast from Heaven for rebelling 

against God, Lucifer (Satan, 

Dis, Beelzebub, etc.)  is fixed 

for eternity with his upper 

body protruding into Hell. 

Frozen into the ice from which 

flow all the rivers of guilt, 

Lucifer tries to escape by 

batting his wings but just 

freezes himself into place.

Canto #34: 7:00pm, April 9th –

Ninth Circle: The Devil
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Lucifer has 6 wings, a pair 

beneath each face. From the 

wings under the face of hatred 

proceeds the wind of fraud or 

malice; from the pair under 

the face of ignorance comes 

the wind of violence; and from 

the pair under the face of 

impotence comes the wind of 

incontinence. These make up 

the 3 categories of sins in Hell 

(incontinence, violence, and 

fraud).

Canto #34: 7:00pm, April 9th –

Ninth Circle: The Devil
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Judas Iscariot, the betrayer of 

Jesus Christ, is chewed by the 

red face of hatred. His head is 

stuck in one of Satan’s jaws 

while his legs dangle 

uselessly outside.

Canto #34: 7:00pm, April 9th –

Ninth Circle: The Devil
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Marcus Brutus and Cassius, 

betrayers of their country 

through their assassination of 

Julius Caesar, are only 

slightly less abominable 

(remember, Dante is an 

Italian). Brutus is placed in the 

black face of ignorance and 

Cassius in the whitish-yellow 

face of impotence. Both are 

placed inside feet first so their 

heads stick out.

Canto #34: 7:00pm, April 9th –

Ninth Circle: The Devil
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Location Category Description Punishment

Ninth

Circle –

4th Ring

Traitors to  

Masters 

Betrayed their 

masters.

Twisted beneath ice. Satan is 

frozen in ice and chews 

Judas, Brutus, & Cassius for 

eternity.



Virgil announces that their 

journey of Hell is complete. 

Climbing down Satan’s hairy 

back, Virgil leads Dante 

through a crack in the ice and 

out the other side. From this 

point on they no longer 

descend because they have 

passed through the center of 

the Earth and face an upward 

climb to the Mountain of 

Purgatory. Without stopping, 

they follow a winding path 

toward Earth’s surface. Just 

before dawn on Easter 

Sunday, they emerge again to 

see the stars.

Canto #34: 7:00pm, April 9th –

Ninth Circle: The Devil
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Breast-deep in the ice was set 

The Emperor of the dolorous realm; but yet 

So huge he towered that I should seem more fit 

With giants to consort, than a giant compare 

With one arm only. He, that once so fair 

Could walk assured in Heaven, the lordliest there 

Beneath his Maker, fills this glacial pit 

If by his woe we price his earlier weal, 

Or judge his glory by his aspect now, 

Well may he fount affliction. For one head 

I saw three faces. One was fiery red. 

The others slanting from each shoulder rose 

To form one crest that shapes creation’s woes. 

One pallid yellow, one the sable hue 

Of those who wander from the tropic land 

Wherefrom the sources of the Nile expand. 

There were two wings the three foul heads below 

Such bird to suit. I never saw such spread of 

ocean canvas to the wind: but these 

Were bat-like, plumeless, and the wind they bred, 

they flapped unceasing – caused the glacier 

freeze down which we traversed. 

With six eyes he wept, 

The while a sinner in each mouth he kept, 

And chewed, and loosed not. 

Tears and foam unite with dribbling blood, that 

spurts from every bite down his three chins. 

The midmost was not bit, So much as torn. At 

times his back was flayed, All bare of skin. 

“That soul that most endures, 

Whose head Apollyon (Satan) in his mouth hath 

got, Whose legs kick outward, is Iscariot” My 

Master told, “of those whose heads may quit. 

The teeth that chew them, 

down the swarthier chin 

Is Brutus dangling. Mark how silently 

He writhes. The comrade of his doom is he 

Who shared that treason, Cassius. But the night 

is rising in the world without, and we 

Must hasten. All is seen that lies herein, 

And hence depart we.”
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Remember, this is what the poem actually looks like when 

read in terza rima (third rhyme), a three-line stanza 

rhyming pattern (aba, bcb, cdc).

Canto #34: 7:00pm, April 9th – Ninth 

Circle: The Devil



Using this 

diagram of the 

Divine Comedy, 

we can see how 

the Poets moved 

from Hell to 

Purgatory.





FAST 5: UNIT 2, LESSON 7 (MW 2.07)

1
1. Describe the Ninth Circle 

(1st Ring) of Hell by answering 

these questions:

a. Who is housed here?

b. Why are they housed here?

c. What is their punishment?



FAST 5: UNIT 2, LESSON 7 (MW 2.07)

2
2. Describe the Ninth Circle 

(2nd Ring) of Hell by answering 

these questions:

a. Who is housed here?

b. Why are they housed here?

c. What is their punishment?



FAST 5: UNIT 2, LESSON 7 (MW 2.07)

3
3. Describe the Ninth Circle 

(3rd Ring) of Hell by answering 

these questions:

a. Who is housed here?

b. Why are they housed here?

c. What is their punishment?



FAST 5: UNIT 2, LESSON 7 (MW 2.07)

4
4. Describe the Ninth Circle 

(4th Ring) of Hell by answering 

these questions:

a. Who is housed here?

b. Why are they housed here?

c. What is their punishment?



FAST 5: UNIT 2, LESSON 7 (MW 2.07)

5
5. What makes Dante’s portrayal 

of Hell (and Satan) unique from 

a more modern-day depiction? 


